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Cholesterol, Heart Disease and Statins
This Factsheet summarises:
• the role of cholesterol in coronary heart disease
• recent exam questions on the topic
• the mechanism of action of statins, cholesterol-lowering

“superdrugs”

There are two types of cholesterol in the body: ‘bad’ or low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol, and ‘good’ or high-density lipoprotein
(HDL) cholesterol.

LDL carries cholesterol around the body in the bloodstream and
‘dumps’ it in arteries, where it can cause narrowing and even
blockage. If the arteries supplying the heart muscle itself (coronary
arteries), become blocked this may result is a heart attack.

HDL cholesterol is termed ‘good’ because it mops up cholesterol
and takes it to the liver to be broken down. Thus, it is not just the
total cholesterol level that is significant (LDL+HDL) but the ratio of
HDL to the total. A high proportion of HDL to the total figure is
preferable.

Cholesterol levels are affected by the amount of dietary cholesterol
but most cholesterol in the blood is made by the body itself.

Cholesterol (Fig 1) is an essential component of plasma membranes
and myelin, the substance surrounding many nerve fibres and is
necessary for the formation of certain hormones and vitamin D.

Fig 1. Cholesterol

Cholesterol is insoluble in water so cannot be transported in solution
in the blood plasma. Instead, it is packaged in lipoprotein particles.
The main carrier of cholesterol is low-density lipoprotein (LDL).

The plasma membrane of cells have binding sites or LDL receptors
on their surface. These recognize a protein on the outer surface of
the LDL particle (Fig 2).

If a cells needs more cholesterol, the number of these binding sites
increases. The LDL particles bind to the cell surface receptors and
are pulled into the cytoplasm of the cell.  Thus, cells can, via negative
feedback, control the amount of LDL they take in. However, this
control breaks down if cholesterol concentrations become too high.
Then, the excess cholesterol may be deposited in artery walls and
can lincrease the risk of thrombosis (blood clot in a blood vessel).
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The LDL receptor gene may mutate. This gives rise to a condition
known as familial hypercholesterolemia (FH). Sufferers have a much
greater risk of developing coronary heart disease.

Typical Exam Questions
Suggest how:
(i) negative feedback is involved in controlling the concentration

of cholesterol in the cytoplasm of a cell.

(ii) a mutation of the LDL receptor gene can lead to a high
concentration of cholesterol in the blood.

Markscheme
(i) Rise / fall in cholesterol concentration in cytoplasm / cell;

Leads to fall / rise in cholesterol receptors in plasma membrane;
Leads to fall / rise in cholesterol / cholesterol returns to norm;

(ii) Mutation produces receptor with different shape / tertiary
structure /not specific to LDL;
So LDL will not bind to it and be absorbed / removed from the
blood;

Coronary Heart Disease
Britain has one of the highest rates of heart disease in the world;
every year over 300 000 people suffer from heart attacks and around
170 000 people die from an attack.

High HDL levels increase the risk of plaque formation in the lining
of an artery. Plaque contains fatty substances, cholesterol, blood
platelets, fibrin, calcium ions and cellular debris. These materials
attach to a roughened part of the lining of an artery. Turbulence in
the blood and high blood pressure are thought to cause the
roughening of the lining. Over time, the amount of plaque increases
and the lumen of the artery gets narrower.
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Typical Exam Questions
1. Describe how excess cholesterol deposited in artery walls

can lead to an increased risk of thrombosis.

Markscheme
Endothelium / lining of artery torn or damaged;
Atheroma / plaque / underlying cells come into contact with
blood;
Triggers blood clotting mechanism;
OR
Artery narrowed by plaque / atheroma;
May be blocked by clot from elsewhere;

Note: make sure you can define thrombosis and atheroma
Thrombosis = Formation of a blood clot in a blood vessel
Atheroma = plaque/ fatty material/ cholesterol/ foam cells/
lipoprotein build up in artery/ blood vessel wall

A similar, but subtly different question which is very common…

2. Explain how high blood cholesterol concentration increase
the risk of developing coronary heart disease.

Markscheme
Fatty streaks / deposits adhere to wall of coronary arteries;
Atheroma / atherosclerosis / cholesterol/foam cells/plaque;
Narrows lumen of artery;
Damages endothelium;
Can lead to formation of thrombus / blood clot;

Note: Many candidates talk of plaques in arteries (or even
worse, veins), but fail to specify coronary arteries when the
question refers to coronary heart disease

3. Describe how atheroma can lead to an aneurysm.

Markscheme
Weakens artery wall;
So that it swells/ bursts; 2

Stress and Heart attacks
Fig 3. shows the number of males aged 19-64 admitted to English
hospitals with a myocardial infarction within five days of the England
football team losing to Argentina by penalty shoot-out in the 1998
World Cup.
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Fig 3.

As you can see, for the first three days after the stress of the penalty
shoot-out, there was a significant increase in the number of
infarctions. The sequence of events is clear:

increased heart rate → raised blood pressure → ↑ blood supply to
heart / oxygen use by heart increased → atheroma restricts blood /
oxygen supply to heart muscle

An investigation was conducted into the use of beta-blockers in
helping to prevent myocardial infarction. A group of male football
supporters was shown a video recording of a football match. At the
end of the first half, they were each given a beta blocker. Fig 4
shows the heart rate of a typical individual from the investigation.
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Fig 4.

4. Describe and explain how atheroma can lead to myocardial
infarction.

Markscheme
Fatty substance / foam cells / cholesterol in artery wall / under
endothelium
Narrows the lumen of the artery
Causes turbulence/damage to endothelium/raises blood
pressure;
Blood clot/embolus formation;
Clot breaks off;
Atheroma/blood clot lodges in narrowed blood vessel/coronary
artery;
Reduced blood supply to heart muscle;
Reduces oxygen supply to heart muscle;

Typical Exam Question
(a) Describe the effect of the beta blocker on the heart rate of this

person. (1)
(b) Suggest an explanation for the effect of beta-blockers on

heart rate (3)

Markscheme
(a) reduces heart rate;
(b) beta-blocker fits receptor sites;

on walls of heart / blood vessel;
receptor sites for adrenaline / noradrenaline / stops adrenaline
/noradrenaline binding;

Where do students go wrong?
Many candidates do not seem to understand that the heart muscle
itself has a blood supply. Weaker candidates continue to use
inappropriate terminology such as  “heart dies., .does not
beat...does not pump blood or refer to “excess fat putting strain
on the heart’.  ‘Blood vessels’ was used instead of arteries and
some candidates referred to veins and capillaries as sites where
atheroma might develop. None of these gain any marks
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Data interpretation Questions
These questions ask you to apply what you know to unfamiliar
situations. As the focus changes from factual recall to interpretation
skills, these questions are going to become more common.

Groups of male rhesus monkeys were used to investigate the effect
of  three diets on the development of atherosclerosis. The percentage
of energy requirements supplied by carbohydrate and lipid differed
(Table1).

Table 2

 Mean blood cholesterol mg/cm3 Relative cross
sectional area of
coronary arteries
after 57 monthsAt start

143

138

142

140

After
17months

140

701

712

703

After 57
months

135

740

136

138

Diet A only
for 57
months

Diet C
only for 57
months

Diet C for 17
months and
then Diet
A for 40
months

Diet C for 17
months and
then Diet
B for 40
months

100

40

83

75

Diet                 % of energy supplied by

               carbohydrate         lipid

A Starch - rich 78   4

B Corn oil - rich 45 40

C Egg - rich (high in cholesterol) 43 41

Table 1

WARNING: THIS LOOKS SCARIER THAN IT IS !!
The best way of dealing with a question like this is to get your
eye in on the data – and for the first minute don’t even look at the
questions. Make quick notes on the data as you see it. Here’s my
approach

Diet
• A only  (starch-rich lipid –low): chol stayed same
• C only ( high chol): blood chol went thro’ the roof and arteries

got narrowed
• C then A (high chol then lower chol): Chol shot up but then

change of diet brought it down below starting level. CSA got
better after change but didn’t recover fully

• C then B (high chol then lower): Chol shot up, but then change
of diet brought it down below starting level. CSA got better
but didn’t recover fully and not as well as C then A

So diet is important on cholesterol levels and lumen diameters –
we knew this theory already but the examiners want to test whether
you can extract such information from a real scientific study. As
always, data interp questions are easier if you have already
LEARNED THE THEORY!

One group of monkeys was fed Diet A only for 57 months
One group of monkeys was fed Diet C only for 57 months
One group of monkeys was fed Diet C for 17 months and then Diet
A for 40 months
One group of monkeys was fed Diet C for 17 months and then Diet
B for 40 months

The effect of these diets were assessed by measuring:
1. the blood cholesterol concentration of each group
2. the cross sectional area of the lumens of the monkey’s coronary

arterie

The results are shown in Table 2

Question:  Why were only male monkeys used?

Answer
This is a GCSE question. The variable we are studying is diet so
all other factors that might affect things –sex of monkey, or their
ages etc have to be kept constant.

Statins: cholesterol – lowering wonder drugs?
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Statins were originally isolated from fungi in the 1970s by Japanese
scientists. They reduce heart attacks and strokes by reducing the
level of the “bad” LDL cholesterol in the blood. They bind to an
enzyme called HMG-CoA reductase, thus blocking the rate-limiting
step in cholesterol synthesis in the liver.

Coenzymes → HMG-CoA

HMG-CoA
reductase

mevalonate → cholesterol

statins block this enzyme by
competitive inhibition

The level of cholesterol in the membranes of liver cells plummets.
The cells respond by producing more surface receptors for LDL
cholesterol, which pull it out of the blood. Thus blood cholesterol
levels fall, as does the incidence of heart attack (Fig 5)
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However, it is also becoming clear that statins have a wide range of
other effects on the body, perhaps because blocking HMG-CoA
reductase inhibits the production of many other molecules besides
cholesterol. Many studies are being conducted to see whether there
are any harmful consequences.

Some anomalies have yet to be explained. These include the so-
called French paradox: southern European countries like France
have much lower rates of heart disease than in the UK, despite the
risk factors, including cholesterol levels, being similar. One possible
explanation is that more exposure to bright sunlight in these
countries protects against heart disease by stimulating synthesis
of vitamin D in the skin. This idea is supported by studies in the US
showing a correlation between living at higher altitudes — where
exposure to ultraviolet light is greater — and lower risk of heart
disease.

Some scientists have noticed a close match between the conditions
that statins treat or prevent and those in which vitamin D may play
a preventive role, including coronary heart disease, multiple
sclerosis, transplant rejection and rheumatoid arthritis. Thus, the
immense benefits of statins may have nothing to do with cholesterol.
Whatever the mechanism, statins are the biggest-selling prescription
drugs ever, with global sales of $30 billion in 2006.

(a) Explain how high cholesterol concentrations in the blood
can lead to a myocardial infarction (6)

(b) Suggest why
(i) plaques do not usually form in a vein. (1)
(ii) plaques are most likely to form where one artery branches

to become two arteries (1).
(c) Fibrin is not normally present in the blood. Suggest the

sequence of events that leads to the presence of fibrin in the
plaque (4)

(d) Warfarin is a drug which may be taken by a person with
atheroma. It slows down the conversion of prothrombin to
thrombin. Explain how warfarin reduces the chance of a
myocardial infarction in a person with atheroma. (2)

Fig 5 Prescription of statins and vascular death
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2. The diagram shows a normal artery and one with an atheroma
(plaque)
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Practice Questions
1. The graph shows the relationship between death from

myocardial infarction (heart attack) and blood cholesterol
concentration.

Suggest an explanation for the relationship shown (5)

Markscheme
1.(a) (i) build up of fatty deposits/atheroma/arteriosclerosis/ plaque

deposits/blood clots;
in walls of arteries;
narrowing/blockage (of coronary arteries);
restricts/reduces blood flow to the heart;
heart reduced supply/starved of oxygen;
muscle dies;
fewer people with very high cholesterol levels;
therefore contribution to total/ relative number of deaths lower;

2.(a)Fatty substance / foam cells / cholesterol in artery wall / under
endothelium
Narrows the lumen of the artery. Causes turbulence/damage to
endothelium/raises blood pressure;
Blood clot/embolus formation;
Clot breaks off;
Atheroma/blood clot lodges in narrowed blood vessel/coronary
artery;
Reduced blood supply to heart muscle;
Reduces oxygen supply to heart muscle;

(b)(i)Lower blood pressure / less turbulence (in veins);
(ii) Greater blood) turbulence;

(c)Collagen in) damaged blood vessel wall / platelets;
(Activates) thrombokinase / thromboplastin;
In presence of calcium (ions) / plasma enzymes / factor 8;
Prothrombin converted to thrombin;
(Thrombin causes) conversion of fibrinogen into fibrin;

(d)Slows/ prevents conversion of fibrinogen to fibrin/ fibrin formation;
Less chance of a blood clot/ thrombus being formed/ slows blood clot
formation;
Which may block coronary artery/ artery supplying heart muscle
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